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1The text is qq. 6-17 of that section in the Summa. It is more than passingly interesting to
check Lonergan’s references to that text in Volume 1 of the Collected Works, Grace and
Freedom. I would suggest that, had he had time to re-digest it after Verbum, his take on it would
have been quite startling. But this is a task for specialized history and its contra-factual cousin.

2John 1: 38. Jesus’ first words in that Gospel: one might say, John’s nativity scene.

3I first attended to this precise triplicity in the conclusion of the first chapter of The
Redress of Poise. It parallels other triplicity that are based on Lonergan’s detecting of three
orders of consciousness which I identify as [1] spontaneity; [2] method in any particular
spontaneity; [3] methodology, which spans methods in history as zoology spans the geohistory of
animals.
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_____________________________________________________________________________

Modal Logic

This is by far the easiest part of my effort in this book, yet it is also the most difficult. The

oddity relates to the fact that the need for re-direction is obvious yet the present stagnant

contraction of Lonergan studies in its regard is equally obvious. My task becomes less difficult in

that here I am pointing towards a task of interpretation rather than a dialectic task, so I do not

have to assemble the last forty years of Lonerganesque talk about values. I have merely to invite

you, either in a full specialist effort, or in a quiet existential fashion, to tackle the interpretation of

a section of Thomas’ Prima Secundae,1 and in either case to push for that third mode of

generalized empirical method. If a Christian religious context helps, then I would suggest a

prolonged contemplative pause over the first words of Jesus in John’s Gospel - surely not an

editorial accident - “What do you want?”.2 That religious context stretches into the philosophic

context by way of St .Ignatius, for the issue is discernment, but now the full issue is the

discernment of discernments of discernments.3 The task is an about-face, an (about)3 want, and

that is how it will be treated, self-tasted, in a hundred years or so.

That key point has been made already, but no harm in touching on it in this context. The

third order of consciousness, or methodology in its full genetico-historical sense, is to dominate
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4Method in Theology, 251.

5I am indebted here to Fr.Fred Crowe, and to a letter written in 1952 to him by Lonergan
about the matter.

future hodic studies. That dominance is simply the dominance of The Standard Model: it is to be

no stranger than the presence of a sophisticated evolutionary perspective in biological

interpretations or of a best chromodynamic systematics in the interpretation of a particular

energy-exchange.

But here I must be somewhat minimalist: you bring your own background to this present

reading, this present task, but the reading recommended is a reading of two people, yourself and

Thomas.

The story of the disorientation of Lonerganesque interest remains to be told, told in a

functional history, picked up by the functional effort of dialectic that will show the last thirty or

forty years as “better than it was.”4 Here, indeed, I might well revert to the strategy of jottings and

notes that characterize Part Two of PL:

[1] locate Lonergan’s doctorate work better in the evolution of his perspective: note both his

‘skim over’ this part of Thomas and his focus away from self-taste;

[2] follow his distracting preoccupations through the next decade, ending with his failure to get

an extra year to finish Insight properly;5

[3] track the emergence and ‘stabilization’ of the slogan “be attentive, be intelligent, be

reasonable, be responsible” in his later years, in his own work, in the work of his disciples.

[4] check personally, existentially, homely, the validity of the claim of symmetry in the two

diagrams of Appendix A of PL.

But that strategy is altogether too sweeping, not, then, points for a lecture or even four

lectures but for four books. Or, in the case of [4], four months of a good course on metaethics in

the year 2111.

The heart of that future course is what I am pointing to here. But the pointing requires

your mediation of an interpretation of Thomas through detailed self-tasting of concrete wants. It

would seem good to give some sense of such detailed work, but I find it appropriate to put in
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6Quodlibet 19, on www.philipmcshane.ca

here an interlude, an early Joistings, Joistings 3, in which I made a very commonsense appeal for

work in this area.

Within that Joistings 3 I draw attention to a major challenge I issued to the Lonergan

community in 2004 with the provocative title “The Solution to the Problem of Feelings in

Lonergan Studies.”6 But that is another and subtler climb beyond the elementary nudgings of this

book.

______________________________________________________________________________

Joistings 3 : What-to-do Questions

I have left my jottings on this topic just as they emerged from conversation. So Joistings

3 does not flow like the others: but it draws attention to a troubled area of study.

3.1

This Joistings is primarily addressed to a conversant of yesterday, an owner of a risk

management business who knows the story and the strange providence of this problem’s

emergence and convenience for both of us. The broader picture is illustrated by my reading,

yesterday morning, an article by a Lonergan “expert” who would have got poor marks for the

essay in my first year university course. I would have written on the margin: “please read chapter

6 of my Wealth of Self and have another go at this”. (The advice, agendum, goes to you of course:

and the book is on the Website).

These Joistings are clearly only mappings: I have to presume seriousness. Seriousness

needs the nudge of a serious problem: no way I can reproduce that seriousness as we reached it in

yesterday’s hours of conversation.

PROBLEM? As it occurred in that essay I read yesterday:

What happens between discovering a fact and shifting on to and through doing something about

it?
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A VERY confused area in Lonergan Studies.... even leaving aside the muddles about feelings and

values. In fact, for starters, leave that out.

THE PROBLEM? Section 2.3 of Lack in the Beingstalk, with title “The Decision Problem”

poses it, and I give another starting point reference there on note 42: Gilby’s translation of qq. 6-

17 of the Prima Secundae of Aquinas. There is a more recent translation: the advantage of Gilby

is that he has an appendix where you might find an easier start.

Easier?

But not easy.

If this work were easy, why would its fruit [note that fruitio , a blossom-presence, is the

last act in the series in Thomas’ analysis!] be missing in present Lonergan culture?

3.2

A function of these jottings is to clearly omit. Naming the Agenda. Does it bring to mind

for you “doctrines”? A major cultural problem is the mistaking of doctrinal reading, as it leads by

repetition, for control of meaning. Like mistaking mountain-map-familiarity with climbing.

O. K. So, yes, agenda: but in stages of climbing. I mentioned Wealth chapter 6: that was

my first year text-book. But the text was only a take off point for very elementary, naive, self-

attention.

[note here, perhaps, a general problem in present university education: poor first year courses

close-off students by giving, so-to-speak , “basic concepts”. [Ho ho. Basic concepts are reached,

if you are lucky, after ten years climbing]

A first effort, then, has to resemble the slow struggle with self-attention of chapter 6 of

Wealth, which took a month of class and “home’ work.

A key type of illustration: the ethics of giving your friends a good dinner .... going back

over the facts re your friends, going forwards to fantasy about good times for all.

A useful direction: think out the ethics of the person who invited you: Cosmo Polis or

Cosma Polis. Were they attentive, intelligent, reasonable, foresightful [adventurous],

responsible.

Notice the missing transcendental.
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[A separate transcendental? Check Appendix A of Phenomenology and Logic. But then go on to

puzzle, with your alert molecules; are any of them separate? ..... is it not a matter of just

distinction?]

3.3

I would insist that if you do the above “first year” exercises properly you will have got the

bones of Thomas’ twelve point series. My current favorite recommended exercise is “The Menu

Exercise”.

What do you do, sitting in a restaurant, between receiving the menu from the waiter and

handing it back with your definite order?

But don’t do this in some vague way; this is a concrete scientific experiment, where you

don’t know beforehand what is relevant. Etc etc. Dine out: or at least get a real menu. It amazes

me how people can talk about self-attention in a general way: think, rather, of the parallel in

attention in chemistry, botany, good therapy.

I omit all the detailed directions: a later culture will produce those in lengthy first-year

texts. But think, for example, of the stages of being pleased as you muse over the menu. You cut

back the list to what might please you. Don’t you? And have you attended to that with such a

slow pace that you can arrive at being please about your appreciation of being pleased? Self-

attention in its rich fullness is a very foreign world: a sort of a lift of Proust or Joyce into the

distant third stage of meaning.

Distant? Yes. Just because Aristotle or Augustine got in there a bit doesn’t mean that

there was “A Greek Discovery of Mind”! And we are trying here to push beyond Augustine and

Aquinas.

3.4

The mention of Augustine brings in the problem of moving to the next level and

complexifying it. Check Lonergan’s Introduction to the Verbum articles: Augustine uncovering

his inner words. That’s the next stage, the crisis stage in 3.5, but here taken broadly.

I suspect that if you are honest you may be shocked to find that you were not really
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reading luminously about you inner words when you read Insight for the first time - or maybe

even for the tenth time!!.

So, I’m afraid that you are being invited to get back to the Verbum articles. Fro instance,

there is that stuff about the definition of man including bones. Does the definition of woman, or

your self-definition, include feelings?

So, you find yourself back in the first-year exercise: what pleased you about the reduced

list of dishes: did the arrival at pleasedness not involve remembering and thinking about those

previous tastes? Chicken Birani or Chicken Kiev?!

This is a really tough zone. It will test your grip on “the position”, on your grip on critical

realism, or what I call extreme realism.

And there is my position on this positioning: I would claim that less than 10% of present

Lonergan enthusiasts actually “assume the position”. Does that make you pause?

3.5

So, months later - if you are serious about this self-discovery:[please be honest with

yourself .... you don’t have the time? No problem: but then don’t go on to talk about this zone as

if you understood yourself!!], you are ready to have a shot at the third-year topic. Lucky for me, I

have dealt with it in some suggestive detail, elsewhere: in Quodlibet 19, “The Solution to the

Problem of Feelings in Lonergan Studies”.

“Dealt with”? You find that I pack my hints into about ten footnotes. And the problem

gets larger as you struggle. So, you may find yourself into the zone of Insight 464[489] - with

some help there in Quodlibets 13-18.

3.6

There are much deeper levels of reflection here, even without venturing, adventuring, into

the ethical need for functional specialization in culture. That is the fundamental ethical question

in present culture. Cantower 18, section 3, could help with that issue, and the broader leads in

chapter 3 of Pastkeynes Pastmodern Economics: a Fresh Pragmatism.

______________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix: The Relevant Metagram, W4d, reproduced from Phenomenology and Logic, 323.


